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New IHoning Machine from
Mitsubishi

Mitsubishi introduced its new ZS25A
CNC Gear Honing machine ar IMTS
2000. The machine is designed to per-
form finishing operations for hardened
gears and is aimed at mid-volume auto-
motive applications where quality of the
final tooth geometry is essential.

The ZS25A uses a synchronous tech-
nology to deliver superb index accuracy
while improving lead and involute char-
acteristics.

For more information. contact
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries America.
1250 Greenbriar Drive, Suite B,
Addison, n. 60]01-[065 or call (630)
693-4700.

Circle 325

IDirec1Drives Update Liebherr's
leBO Hobbers

Liebherr Gear Technology Co.
demonstrated the newest generation of
its model LC80 dry bobbing machines at
IMTS 2000. The high-speed bobbing
machine now comes equipped with
direct drives for cutter and table spindles.

The direct drives permit higher hob
and table speeds (9,'000 rpm and 800
rpm. respectively) and reduce the num-
ber of mechanical transmission compo-
nents in the machine, improving reJiabil-
i.ty and maintainability.

For more information. contact
Liebherr Gear Technology, 1465
Woodland Dr., Saline, MID48176 or call
(734) 429-7225.

Circle 3241

Andantex Announces Space
Saving Epicyclic D.rive

Andantex USA, Inc. has introduced
their compact, Type SA epicyclic drive,
which can be used as a differential to
control web tension, correct register and
balance speed and torque. It can also be
used as a speed reducer with ratios from
2: 1 to 260: 1.

The differential consists of three ele-
ments, the case-planet carrier, the torque
arm sleeve sun-gear and the central bore
sun-gear, which are mechanically con-
nected by gears and therefore impart a
definite speed and torque relationship on
one another.

Precise speed adjustment is
achieved by driving one element at COIl-

stant speed, one element at variable
speed, and outputting on the third ele-
ment. Register control or phase-shifting
is achieved with one constant-speed
input and. one intermittent input. It is
also possible to balance torque and
speed between two mechanically con-
nected cylinders by inputting one ele-
ment of the differential and outputting
on the other two.

Industries using the SA include
machine tools; pulp, paper and print-
ing equipment; wire and steel manu-
facturing; textile processing; fiber
optics manufacturing; film processing;
food machinery; and web handling
equipment.

For more in:fonnation,contact Andantex
USA at 1.705 Valley Road, Wanamassa, Nl
07712 or call (800)713-6170.

Circle 327

Fel.lows Introduces New IGear Shaper
The new High Performance Universal

gear shaping machine was introduced at

IMTS 2()()(). The new machine comes with
a uniquely designed "live upright."

The live upright design is a: nested
configuration that results in minimum
spindle overhang compared to alternate
arrangements. The resulting increased
spindle stiffness allows nigher metal
removal rates with premium surface fin-
ish and shape qualities. Standard features
also include hydrostatic spur guide,
hydrauhc fixture clamping and through-
hole chip flow, rear exit chip conveyor,
totally enclosed guarding and HSK
quick-change cutter interface.

The new High Performance Universal
gear shaper accepts workpiece diameters
up to 300 mm (11.75") and face widths up
to 127 mm (5").

For more information, contact
Fellows Corporation, Precision Drive,
P.O. Box 2001, Springfield, VT 05156-
2001 or call (802) 886~8333.
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A:lpha Intmduces
V-Urive 'Gearhead

Alpha Gear Drives, Inc., has intro-
duced its V-Drive series of high-preci-
sion, right-angle gearheads for economy
servomotor applications. The compact
right-angle design is intended for use in
applications where space is at a premium.

The V-Drive is currently available in
sizes ranging from 50.mrn to 100 mm and
ratios from 4: I to 40: I. Italso offers six
output styles, including flange mount,
hollow shaft smooth, hollow shaft keyed,
shaft mount smooth, shaft mount keyed
and a spline shaft option for rack and pill-

ion applications.
The V-Drive incorporates a specially

designed, optimized tooth profile that
promotes longer life due to less friction.
Additional benefits of the tooth design
include greater torque capabilities and
higher precision. According to the manu-
facturer. the V-Drive boasts efficiencies
as high as 95% and comes with a back-
lash rating of 3 arc minutes or le s,

For more information on the V-Drive
series, cal] Alpha Gear Drives at (847)
439-0700.
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